A digital transformation initiative should always start with a business problem or an opportunity to be successful.
organizations need to disrupt the market or else risk being disrupted by new competitors.
The common denominator of most of these disruptors
is that they embrace the public cloud, taking
advantage of full elasticity built-on the hyper-scale
capacity, using it as a foundation for their innovations.
Many of these initiatives are carried out as fail-fast
initiatives, without little concern about the cloud
environment that the solution ends-up in.
This can lead to rampant cost and solutions that are
hard to secure and maintain.

Before you can start deploying things in the cloud, its
recommended that you set up your so-called landing
zone. This means that you have provisioned your
subscriptions, applied your architecture and
implemented your governance standards.
Based on our experience it´s mainly four areas of
concerns that needs to be addressed when enabling a
cloud service:
•

Insight & Transparency

•

Security & Compliance

•

Way of Working

•

Optimization & Automation

Agility

Quality

Cost

New
scenarios

The motivation to move to the cloud can differ but
the main four areas organization seek benefits from
is agility, quality, cost and enabling new scenarios.
Agility can be the difference between business
success or failure. And improved time-to-market
can be the gamechanger for an organization.
Service quality is not just reliability and scalability
but also enhanced security and new possibilities to
meet regulatory compliance demands.
There's no guarantee for cost savings in moving to
the cloud, but the transparency enables a higher
degree of input for conscious decisions based on
facts and figures instead of projections.
Digital capabilities introduced by the cloud enables
new scenarios for organizations to create alternate
value streams and enhanced options to disrupt
existing business models in a faster way.

The cloud enablement focuses on enabling the platform, building the foundational landing zone. In most cases
the organization would have a business initiative that needs to be hosted somewhere in the cloud and needs a
partner that can create that landing zone it in a controlled way. Ensuring that the new platform is built according
to good practices so that the organization can continue to benefit from it.
Many digital transformation initiatives have been deployed in a new cloud subscription and then just handed over
to the business side without proper structure and governance, missing adequate security configuration and
monitoring to bring value. But it doesn't take much to do it right from the beginning if you ask an expert.

GOVERNANCE

LANDING ZONE CONSIDERATIONS
A landing zone is the basic building block of any
cloud adoption environment.

PRIMITIVES

The term landing zone refers to an environment
that's been provisioned and prepared to host
workloads in a cloud environment like Azure.
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All landing zones provide structure for hosting
options. The structure is created explicitly via
governance controls or organically through the
adoption of services within the landing zone.

Monitoring

Our values are at the core of our actions; collaboration, trust, continuous development and expertise.
We walk beside our customers in their data-driven business transformation, taking ownership of their
transformation as if it were our own.
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